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Background: The concept that left atrium (LA) expansion in the anterior-posterior (AP) dimension may be constrained by the thoracic cavity, 
forcing LA enlargement predominantly in the superior-inferior (SI) and medial-lateral (ML) dimensions, has not been tested previously. We explored 
how LA linear dimensions grow when it enlarges using three-dimensional echocardiography (3DE).
Methods: We performed full volume 3DE in 100 consecutive patients (mean age 59.0 ±15.2 years, female 56%) with sinus rhythm and adequate 
imaging quality. From the 3DE data sets, LA volume was derived and 4 linear dimensions were measured on corresponding cross sectional views: 
AP dimension on parasternal long-axis view, SI and ML dimensions on apical 4-chamber view, and AP-2 dimension on apical 2-chamber view. The 
relations between LA dimensions and LAV were analyzed using logarithmical regressions.
Results: 1) LA volume was 62.8 ± 23.7 ml (range from 25.4 to 125.1 ml). 2) All dimensions correlated logarithmically and equally well with LA 
volume (r = 0.84 for AP, 0.80 for SI, 0.81 for ML and 0.83 for AP-2, respectively, all P < 0.001). 3) The increases in all dimensions were significantly 
blunted when LA size was severely enlarged.
Conclusions: All 4 measured dimensions correlate logarithmically with LA volume and increase equally as LA enlarges, but their increases 
are significantly blunted when LA is severely enlarged. The use of any linear dimension as a surrogate of LA volume would result in a significant 
underestimation of LA size.
